
 



  

Outcomes from this session 

• Understanding where we are with the development process for the refreshed  
Local Outcome Improvement Plan 

• Why we are taking  undertaking a refresh at this time 
• Presentation of our suggested priorities and how these have been informed by  

data and insights 
• Opportunity for feedback and discussion 
• Review of next steps 



LOIP/Locality Plans Refresh Stages 



  

Data Review and Community Consultation 



  

Our Prosperous Economy Priorities 



  

Sustained Fair Work 
Current LOIP :  Focus on increasing employment in priority and volume growth sectors 
Proposal :  Supporting unemployed people into sustained Fair Work across all sectors 
Rationale: 
• Widening the scope  - getting people into jobs in all sectors is important 
• Creating new employment opportunities remains a top priority for our communities 
• Estimated 53,600 employee reported redundancies in Scotland between March and November  

2020 
• In Aberdeen City and Shire there was 125% rise in UC claimants between March ’20 and Feb ‘21 
• Employment rate for Aberdeen City  – 73.9 % between Oct 2019 and Sep 2020, down from 78.6%  

between July 2019  – June 2020 
• In Aberdeen City and Shire there were 39% fewer job postings in Week 10 (March) 2021 compared  

to 2020 



  

Opportunities for Upskilling /Reskilling  
Current LOIP :  Focus on working people in Living Wage employment 
Proposal :  Upskilling/reskilling residents to increase their employment opportunities following pandemic. 
Rationale:  
• Real Living Wage is still an important aim for Aberdeen Prospers and will remail an improvement project (under  

the Sustained Fair Work outcome)  
• Supporting people into training opportunities and the Real Living Wage remain top priorities for our  

communities  
• S ectors with the highest number of furloughed workers in Scotland are: accommodation & food services and  

arts, recreation & entertainment and it is possible that many of the furloughed jobs could become redundant  
positions 

• At 28 February 2021, 16,500 people in Aberdeen City were on furlough  - many people will have to upskill or  
reskill for future jobs 

• ‘Double Whammy’  – Covid - 19  and oil & gas downturn have had an adverse effect on this sector  – but there are  
opportunities  in other areas 



  

What do you think? 
• Does this reflect data available? 

• Are these the right priorities? 

• Do we have the right focus? 

• Are we missing anything from your perspective? 



 

Next Steps 

• We will consider feedback from wide range of stakeholders (you, community groups,  
public health, partners) 

• Firm up final proposals by end of April 
• Consultation on the draft document during May 
• Final draft LOIP available in June 
• CPA Board meeting to approve refreshed LOIP 7  July  2021 



Prosperous Economy Stakeholder Session – 21 April 2021 at 10am 
Led by Allison Carrington – Chair of Sustainable City Group  
 
Summary of Questions/Discussion 
 
SUSTAINED FAIR WORK 

• Supportive of proposal and rationale for widening the scope in light of current economic 
environment – realistic but ambitious.  

• Clarity on definition of “sustained fair work”  
*’Sustained’ is defined as at least 6 months.  ‘Fair Work’ is work that offers effective voice, 
opportunity, security, fulfilment and respect; that balances the rights and responsibilities 
of employers and workers and that can generate benefits for individuals, organisations 
and society - Fair Work Action Plan, Scottish Government 

• Should the Stretch outcome be specific about living wage?  

• Important to ensure employers are aligning to the ambition of Aberdeen being a living 
wage city – raising awareness is key 

• PACE meeting yesterday - upbeat about the no. of jobs being advertised highest in 
18months. Also lot of transformation projects ongoing which could enhance the no. of 
job opportunities - grounds for optimism moving forward and for ensuring achievement 
of the Stretch outcome. 

• Ensure relevant to the city economy 

• Employability of people with criminal convictions – vulnerable people and consequences 
of those who have fallen through the cracks – can’t be forgotten in broader projects.  

 
Aberdeen Prospers Response/Comment 
Living wage - Aberdeen Prospers don’t want Stretch Outcome to be too restrictive – better to get 
people into work rather than restrict employment opportunities. There is a project specifically 
focussed on Living Wage and we are working towards being a Living Wage city. Some aspects 
outwith the control of Aberdeen Prospers, for example it can’t enforce that employers pay the 
Real Living Wage but is proactively working with employers that do and promoting the benefits to 
employers and employees of this. If environment has changed at next refresh can consider this at 
that time. 
 
Important that in reviewing the Stretch outcome and the improvement projects that Aberdeen 
Prospers keeps the focus – so much to do and if we try and do it all we’ll lose focus and get 
nothing achieved. If then we can expand and do mor, we will, but need to consider what we can 
achieve and add value as a partnership. Optimistic that the projects we are proposing will achieve 
the Stretch Outcome and will link in with other Outcome Improvement Groups where 
employment opportunities are being progressed, for example Community Justice Group and 
project on supporting people from the criminal justice system. 
 
 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UPSKILLING/RESKILLING 
 

• Will this Stretch Outcome be focussed on the key economic areas you identified e.g life 
sciences, tourism, food drink and agriculture etc? Have these areas been identified?  

• Note universities have put in courses for retraining from oil and gas -should we be 
including some of these things when point people to retrain into new green job 
opportunities. Should we broadening out retraining?  

• Important that training opportunities are open to all 

• Important that projects/opportunities are not taken in isolation. There are many 
partnership groups, Aberdeen Prospers, Training Provider Forums to ensure projects are 
aligned and not duplicated.  

• Skills system need to be agile and responsive to what we can do 

• Broadening out of sectors –need to remember that LOIP is for Aberdeen city and ensure 
focus is relevant to that economy, for example, does agriculture sit with the city 
economy? Construction we’d hope to see an increase following lifting of restrictions, 
renewables, hydrogen, offshore wind, worth specifying? Digital technology has grown 
across the pandemic – significant opportunity.  



• Healthcare another opportunity for re and upskilling. 

 
Aberdeen Prospers Response/Comment 
Aberdeen Prospers will build on strength in all areas, but focus is on getting people into all roles 
that are available. Roles in green jobs etc, where the opportunities focus on upskilling/reskilling to 
get people into work. Retraining is across the board from schools, colleges, universities, - aligning 
the skill system with economic need across all partners. Aberdeen prospers recognises 
opportunity in various sectors and has specific projects to support those, for example digital skills. 
 
LINKAGES/COMMUNICATION 

• What is the relationship with the Socio Economic Rescue Plan?  

• AU signed up to be a civic university and looking to identify how we can link into the 
projects and support. Where are the partnerships strengths so far, what are the areas 
you’d like support on? 

• Proactive and joint messaging important – good example Nescol new skills new year 
message, could do a lot more on promoting/joint messaging and need to ensure the 
messages get to the right people. 

• Local employability partnership meeting themes related to projects identified here – 
heartened about narrowing focus, but that we can add projects in as and when they arise 
– more agile. Not small in ambition but small in no.  

• Important partners also make the linkages into their own single systems.  

• Comms important – are you using the ABZ website to promote the work of Aberdeen 
Prospers? 

• Connectivity with the other LOIP projects is also important – Aberdeen Prospers can’t lead 
all employability projects, but also need to ensure activity isn’t duplicated.  

 
Aberdeen Prospers Response/Comment 
The proposals align to a range of regional and city plans in place to drive the economy forward 
and diversify where we can, such as Regional Skills Strategy/SERP. Strength of the partnership is 
important and sharing the information to ensure linkages continue to be made.  
Connection between LOIP projects across the Outcome Improvement Groups are being made to 
ensure activity is not duplicated, this has also been supported by a peer review exercise.  
 
ANYTHING MISSING? 
City Centre regeneration, how we use it and better use of vacant buildings key theme from 
Locality Empowerment Groups, online simulator and place stakeholder session – could lead to job 
opportunities and other benefits. 
 
Aberdeen Prospers Response/Comment 
Aberdeen Prospers are considering the feedback from the simulator/Locality Empowerment 
Groups and other stakeholder sessions. The group has a range of partners and Aberdeen Prospers 
are speaking to Aberdeen Inspired about getting them on board and lead a project on vibrant city 
centre. Opportunities for others to be involved and support this work. If anyone would like to 
discuss joining the group/leading a project or has any ideas for projects this would eb welcomed 
and please contact Allison Carrington.  
 
NEXT STEPS 

• Aberdeen Prospers will consider feedback from wide range of stakeholders (you, 
community groups, public health, partners) 

• Feedback shared with other Outcome Improvement Group and Locality Empowerment 
Groups 

• Outcome Improvement Groups to firm up final proposals by end of April 

• Consultation on the draft LOIP during May 

• Final draft LOIP available in June 

• CPA Board meeting to approve refreshed LOIP 7 July 2021 



 


